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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, August 26, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWU4 612^6 S -4^2 5658 9005 -1526 Basis (U): +90/+95 +125/+225 +198/+290 +400/+500 

MWZ4 625^6 S -2^4 5159 36684 +358 Info:  train/cars cars/cars cars/train cars/cars 

MWH5 638^2 S -1^2 772 11047 +36 Change: unch/+5 +5/+65 +28/+105 +120/+175 

MWK5 648^0 S 0^0 174 2359 +13 Mpls Truck 20d to-arrive: +15 +50 +65 

MWN5 655^4 S 0^2 47 1675 +45 Portland (U) Aug NC Sep Oct Nov 

MWU5 663^4 S 0^4 8 698 -2 14%proBasis  +160/+200 +150/+200 +180/+210 +180/+210 

Totals:   11,828 62,085 -1064  unch/unch unch/unch up 5/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 2,789 (2,709 U) Options: 103 

Receipts on the Floor:   
290 cars and 6 trains 

Implied option vols: 
Z: 19% H: 19% 

Cash: Spring wheat basis was sharply higher for high protein. 
Millers are concerned about securing high quality wheat given 
recent rains. There is still very little to-arrive trade.  

Commentary: 
Grain markers spent most of the day lower but 
values firmed up late, led by Chicago wheat. 
New contract lows were scored in SX as the 
SU collapsed. CZ traded to its lowest level 
since the August crop production report. Crop 
conditions and recent wet weather continue to 
argue for larger yields.  
 
Spring wheat started to see some harvest 
pressure today and MW was unable to rally 
with Chicago. MWZ-WZ closed down 4 ½ 
cents at 69 ¼. Expect further weakness as 
harvest progresses. First support is at 60 with 
resistance at 78. The WZ chart is beginning to 
look more stable as the market keeps 
reversing from support in the 542-545 range. 
Any short-covering rallies in Chicago if timed 
with harvest pressure in Minneapolis could 
exacerbate weakness in MW intermarket 
spreads. MW calendar spreads also weakened as funds roll longs ahead of delivery intentions 
Thursday afternoon. U/Z closed down 1 ¾ at -13 on volume of 2,287, much of that at -13.  Z/H 
continues to trade at a premium to U/Z, which is odd given the much larger delivery pool available for 
MWZ (Canadian harvest) as well as the fact that the Lakes close for winter navigation. It is becoming 
increasingly clear that quality issues will abound with this year’s spring wheat harvest given recent 
heavy rains and the wet 6-10 day outlook. Vomitoxin and low falling numbers will be bearish MW 
futures and bullish (milling quality) basis. There is a vomitoxin spec on the contract with max 2 ppm 
deliverable at par and max 3 ppm at a 20-cent discount, but the cash market discount from 2.0 to 3.0 is 
likely going to be significantly more than 20 cents. The more pressing issue is that there is no falling 
numbers delivery specification, which makes it relatively easy for a warehouse to meet delivery 
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specifications on a warehouse receipt but produce a commercially unviable grade upon loadout 
request. Also, even 2 vom delivery stocks likely precludes an exporter from using the board to originate 
wheat for export to Europe, as most of that business is max 1 ppm vom. All of this on top of the +/- 2 
million bushels of old crop that have been kicking around all year that is apparently junky enough that 
no one has loaded it out despite the chronically high spot market basis. Quality concerns, a fund long, 
waning export demand, and impending harvest all argue for a negative bias on MW calendar spreads 
and intermarket premiums. Spring wheat is 27% harvested, up 10% from last week but well behind last 
year’s 39% and the 5-year average of 49%, which explains the lack of harvest pressure thus far. ND 
was up only 4% (to 10%) in yesterday’s crop progress report.  
 
We continue to see upside potential for corn and soybean yields give recent rains. An August 20th poll 
by Farm Journal Pulse of over 1,300 producers indicated that nearly 40% had not priced any of this 
year’s corn crop while an additional 20% had priced 1-25% of production. This argues for a slow grind 
lower with seasonal lows scored at harvest.  Wheat will likely trend lower in lockstep with corn, but the 
historically large fund short position in Chicago makes the market vulnerable to periodic short covering 
rallies. CME storage will remain at 8 cents/month, and WZ/WH outside of -20 is into value. No 
deliveries are expected against WU with WU/WZ trading 15+ carry.  
 
–Austin Damiani 


